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Abstract
To populate a data warehouse specifically designed for Web data, i.e. web warehouse, it is imperative to harness relevant documents from
the Web. In this paper, we describe a query mechanism called coupling query to glean relevant Web data in the context of our web
warehousing system called Warehouse Of Web Data (WHOWEDA). Coupling query may be used for querying both HTML and XML
documents. Some of the important features of our query mechanism are ability to query metadata, content, internal and external (hyperlink)
structure of Web documents based on partial knowledge, ability to express constraints on tag attributes and tagless segment of data, ability to
express conjunctive as well as disjunctive query conditions compactly, ability to control execution of a web query and preservation of the
topological structure of hyperlinked documents in the query results. We also discuss how to formulate query graphically and in textual form
using coupling graph and coupling text, respectively. q 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
The Web has invaded our lives. The exponential growth
of the Web in the last few years had a significant impact on
the traditional techniques used for data management during
the last few decades. This has compelled the database
community to reuse traditional techniques wherever poss-
ible to manage Web data. Unfortunately, due to the very
nature of Web data, it is not always possible to reuse
conventional techniques effectively. This has led the
database community to rethink and reuse existing tech-
niques in a new way to address the current challenges. For
instance, the database research community has devoted
considerable attention to extend database-querying tech-
niques to data on the Web.
In this paper, we describe a query mechanism for
populating a data warehouse specifically for Web data, i.e.
web warehouse. We are interested in three components of a
web query mechanism: (1) determining the components and
syntax of a query; (2) formulation techniques of a web
query; and (3) evaluation procedure of the query. We have
studied (2) and (3) in Refs. [7,8,26] in the context of global
web coupling operation. We therefore discuss component
(1) in detail. We discuss component (2) briefly in order to
make this paper complete. Specifically, we introduce the
notion of coupling query to express a web query and show
how it is formulated in the context of our web warehousing
system, called Warehouse Of Web Data (WHOWEDA) [6,
9,26]. As will be seen, this issue is more challenging than
the corresponding problem for relational query due to the
irregularity and incompleteness of data in the World Wide
Web. Note that the scope of this work is limited to textual
documents. It does not include querying of images, video or
other multimedia objects in the Web. Also, at this moment,
this query mechanism cannot express constraints on forms
that invoke CGI scripts.
1.1. Recent approaches for querying the web
Currently, majority of Web data are in HTML format.
However, in the near future more and more XML
documents will coexist with HTML documents. Conse-
quently, querying the Web implies querying large collection
if inter-linked HTML and XML documents. As a result a
large body of research has been motivated by the attempt to
extend database manipulation techniques to data on the Web
[12–14,18,20] and several web query mechanism such as
W3QS [23], WebSQL [30], WebLog [24], RAW [17],
0950-5849/02/$ - see front matter q 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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NetQL [25], WebOQL [3], ULIXES in ARANEUS system
[4], XML-QL [14], Lorel [20] and YATL [13] has been
proposed so far. In this section, we review some of these
web query systems. Note that it is inevitable that some web
query systems have been either omitted or described only
briefly. This is by no means a dismissal of any kind, but
reflects the fact that including them in this particular survey
would have added little to its value and greatly to its length.
Konopnicki and Shmueli [23] proposed a high level
querying system called the W3QS for the WWW whereby
users may specify content and structure queries on the
WWW and maintain the results of queries as database views
of the WWW. The queries in W3QL are expressed as
directed multi-graph. Although W3QL allows a user to
specify query based on partial knowledge using the notion
of unbounded length paths, it is not as expressive as
coupling queries described in this paper. Query result in
W3QL is expressed as an HTML table. The table contains
the URLs of the WWW nodes and WWW links’ strings that
satisfy the query, organized in rows. Unlike coupling
queries, W3QL allows a user to query forms. Also the multi-
graph allows queries involving multiple source vertices and
cycles. We believe that these additional features of W3QL
can easily be incorporated in coupling queries. WebSQL
[30] materializes a portion of the Web in two relations by
navigating from known URL’s and path regular expressions
are used to describe this navigation. WebOQL [3] is a
functional language, but queries are couched in the familiar
select-from-where form. It allows to navigate, query and
restructure graphs. Query results in WebOQL are expressed
as collection of hypertrees, where as, results of coupling
query are materialized as web tuples. WebLog [24] provides
a declarative interface for querying as well as restructuring
(the language is logic based). FLORID (F-LOgic Reasoning
In Databases ) [21,27] is a prototype implementation of the
deductive and object-oriented formalism F-logic [22].
FLORID has been extended to provide a declarative
semantics for querying the Web. The proposed extension
allows extraction and restructuring of data from the Web.
NetQL [25] follows the approach of structure-based queries;
however, it attempts to overcome the problems unsolved by
WebSQL, W3QS and WebLog. First, a novel approach to
mine information from Web pages is presented so that
queries which involve information or structures inside pages
can be issued. Secondly, various methods are provided to
control the complexity of query processing. The Araneus
Project [4] addresses the issue of views in the Web context.
It introduced a language called ULIXES that allows us to
express and evaluate queries over a Web site. It
implemented a navigational algebra [29] over nested
structures. The notion of navigational expressions is used
as a mean to express a set of navigations, i.e. paths thorough
pages in a site, along which selections, projections and joins
can be performed to select data of interest and return a set of
tuples.
Query languages for semistructured data such as Lorel
[1], UnQL [11] and StruQL [16] use labeled graph as a
flexible data model. These languages were not specifically
developed for the Web, and do not distinguish, for example,
between graph edges that represent the connection between
a document and one of its parts and edges that represent a
hyperlink from one Web document to another.
Recently, a few XML query languages have been
proposed by the database community, i.e. XML-QL [14],
Lorel [20] and YATL [12,13]. These languages are
specifically used for XML data and support powerful
features for querying. Our coupling query is capable of
querying both HTML as well as XML data. One important
difference is that these languages manipulate and query
XML data at the sub-page level and provide data
restructuring facilities. They are also capable of querying
based on the order of the document. In WHOWEDA, data
restructuring is performed by a set of data visualization
operators [10]. However, we do not manipulate documents
at the sub-page level. We also do not support query based on
the order of XML documents. We believe that these features
can be incorporated in the future to enhance the expressive
power of coupling queries. There are some other approaches
such as conceptual model based Web data extraction [15,19,
28]. In these approaches, semistructured Web data is
extracted and mapped to more structured record oriented
model. Ontology has been used while mapping and
querying. In Ref. [28], conceptual model is used to model
HTML documents and a query language is developed.
However, it models HTML document at much higher level
than ours.
World Web Consortium has recommended Xpath (www.
w3c.org) as a language for operating on the logical structure
of XML document. It models XML as tree of nodes at a
level higher than DOM (document object model) but does
not describe their abstract logical structure.
1.2. Motivation
Given the existence of so many query systems for Web
and semistructured data, it is natural to question the
necessity of yet another query mechanism for gleaning
relevant data from the Web. We justify our intention by
outlining the following features in our web query system,
which we consider significant in the context of WHO-
WEDA. Note that to the best of our knowledge no single
query system has all these desirable features. Some of the
query systems may possess some of these features but not
all.
Constraints on specific portion of documents or hyper-
links. If the Web is viewed as a large, graph-like database, it
is natural to pose queries that go beyond the basic
information retrieval paradigm supported by today’s search
engines, and take structure into account; both the internal
structure of Web pages and the external structure of links
that inter-connect them. Thus, a coupling query provides the
capabilities to exploit internal and external structures of
S.S. Bhowmick et al. / Information and Software Technology 44 (2002) 513–539514
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both HTML and XML documents. The web query
languages proposed so far; W3QS [23], WebSQL [30],
WebLog [24], RAW [17], FLORID [27], NetQL [25],
WebOQL [3], ULIXES in ARANEUS system [4], XML-QL
[14], Lorel [20] and YATL [13] view the WWW as a huge
database that can be queried using a declarative language.
Exploitation of internal structure is restrictive in W3QS,
FLORID, NetQL, RAW and ULIXES. Although, WebOQL,
XML-QL, Lorel [20] and YATL are rich in expressing
constraints on structure of documents in a web query, XML-
QL, YATL are used specifically for XML data only. Query
languages for semistructured data such as Lorel [1], UnQL
[11] and StruQL [16] were not specifically developed for the
Web, and do not distinguish between graph edges that
represent the connection between a document and one of its
parts and edges that represent a hyperlink from one Web
document to another. Thus, a coupling query should be able
to provide the capabilities to exploit internal and external
structure of both HTML and XML documents. These
constraints are expressed as a set of predicates and
connectivities in the coupling query.
Query based on partial or zero knowledge. It is
unrealistic to assume from the user complete knowledge
about the content, internal structure and hyperlinked
structure of Web pages in the Web sites. This is primarily
because one may not necessarily know the architecture of a
given site, about the structure used to represent the data or
how the desired information is represented at different
sources. Thus, a web query language must allow a user to
express requests based on partial knowledge. By partial
knowledge we mean any one of the following two cases:
† The user may not have complete knowledge about the
hyperlinked structure of a set of relevant documents.
That is, how these documents are connected to one
another and the relevant hyperlinks that a user must
follow to harness necessary information. The user may
not have complete knowledge about the anchor or labels
of these links and their location in the Web pages.
† The user may not have complete knowledge about the
content and structure of the relevant documents. That is,
a user may not know where a set of keywords, if any, are
located in a document and also the internal structure (tag
hierarchy) of the pages.
WebSQL, WebLog, W3QS can express partial knowl-
edge with respect to hyperlink structure only. Expressive-
ness of these languages is limited in the context of
expressing partial knowledge with respect to content,
metadata and structure of Web documents. ULIXES of
ARANEUS system [4] is only capable of expressing queries
with simple path expressions without recursion. This limits
the expressive power of ULIXES. Next, ULIXES is based
on page-schemes used to model the structure of a Web site.
Hence, in order to use ULIXES, one has to be familiar with
the Web site structure to generate the scheme of the site.
This limits the usage of ULIXES as a user may not always
be aware of the Web site structure. WebOQL [3], however,
is capable for accommodating lack of knowledge of the
structure of the data to be queried and potential irregula-
rities, or even lack of explicit structure in this data. Query
languages for semistructured data [1,11] and XML data [13,
14,20] use regular expressions to facilitate querying based
on partial knowledge. As shall be seen, we address queries
based on partial knowledge using predicates and connectiv-
ities containing regular expressions.
Conditions on tags and tag attributes. A user must be
able to impose constraints on the attributes associated with
tags as well as ‘tagless’ segment of data. The textual content
in HTML or XML as described by the tagless data segment
is viewable by users. However, not all useful informations
are covered by tags. Some information is found in the
attribute/value pairs associated with tags. Thus, a web query
mechanism must be able to impose constraints on tag
attributes in order to exploit this extra information. Query
mechanisms such as XML-QL [14], Lorel [20], YATL [13]
allow to impose conditions on tags and tag attributes.
However, as mentioned earlier these languages are specifi-
cally designed for XML data. HTML query systems such as
WebSQL [30], WebLog [24], W3QS [23], NetQL [25],
WebOQL [3], FLORID [27] and ARANEUS [4] are not
capable of imposing constraints on tag attributes. As shall be
seen in Section 5, our query mechanism impose constraints
on both tags and tag attributes using the notion of predicate
operators.
Control query execution. In contrast to the conventional
database systems, there should be mechanism to impose
conditions on the execution of a web query. The primary
motivation is to address some of the limitations of the Web.
Because the Web is large and the content and structure of
relevant information may not be completely determined
ahead of time, a web query based on partial knowledge can
take considerable amount of time. Thus, a user may ask a
query with a condition set on the time allowed to answer the
query. This condition may also be expressed by a condition
on the number of query results returned, number of
documents and so on. However, only NetQL [25] provides
the mechanism of controlling query execution. As shall be
seen in Section 5, in WHOWEDA, these conditions are
imposed on a coupling query by coupling query predicates.
Express disjunctive query conditions. Due to irregularity
and semistructured nature of Web data, it is important for a
query language to express disjunctive form of web query.
Informally, a disjunctive query may be decomposed into a
set of conjunctive queries which are in disjunction to one
another. A set of documents satisfies such a disjunctive
query if they satisfy any one of the conjunctive query
conditions. Consequently, one may argue the justification of
disjunctive queries as such queries can be represented by
conjunctive query set which are relatively easier to
formulate. However, we believe that it is necessary for a
web query mechanism to express disjunctive conditions for
S.S. Bhowmick et al. / Information and Software Technology 44 (2002) 513–539 515
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the following reasons: First, sometimes query evaluation is
relatively less expensive if a query is formulated and
evaluated using disjunctive constraints rather than repeated
evaluation of each query in the equivalent conjunctive query
set. Second, expressing all the possible set of a conjunctive
query accurately for a disjunctive condition incurs a
significant cognitive overhead which may result in erro-
neous query. Third, a disjunctive query can be expressed
compactly using regular expressions. Expressing all poss-
ible set of conjunctive queries can be quite cumbersome.
In spite of these benefits, most of the web query systems
support very limited form of disjunctive conditions, if any.
NetQL, WebSQL, W3QS, WebLog and FLORID do not
address the issue of disjunctive constraints extensively. A
limited form of disjunctive condition which involves the
variability of the depth of traversal of a query can be
expressed by these languages. Query systems for semi-
structured data and XML query languages such as XML-
QL, Lorel, YATL support limited form of disjunctive
conditions. However, whether these languages can express
disjunctive conditions on the hyperlink structure of Web
documents are not evident in [1,13,14,20]. Our coupling
query allows us to express disjunctive constraints exten-
sively using regular expressions in connectivities and
predicates.
Preservation of topological structure. Results of a web
query are directed connected graphs that can be further
manipulated in a web warehouse. Hence, it is necessary to
preserve the hyperlinked structure of the query results of a
coupling query to facilitate subsequent query formulation
and evaluation. However, due to flattening of query results,
the topological structure of these results are lost in WebSQL
[30], W3QL [23], WebLog [24], FLORID [27], NetQL [25]
and ULIXES [4]. On the other hand, XML-QL [14], YATL
[13], UnQL [11] and Lorel [1,20] allow to preserve the
topological structure in query results and provide the
flexibility to restructure these results. However, these
languages are designed specifically for XML or semistruc-
tured data and do not scale up well with HTML documents.
Formulation of web query. Intuitively, a web query
represents a graph-like structure with constraints on some of
its vertices and edges which are matched against the Web.
Conventionally, graphs can be represented in text form as
well as pictorially. Consequently, a web query may take
both textual and pictorial forms. Textual formulation of web
query enables us to express any complex web query
accurately. As a result, most of the contemporary web
query mechanism as well as query languages for semi-
structured data focused on a text-based query language.
However, the text-based queries have some disadvantages.
To express such queries, a user must be completely familiar
with the syntax of the query language, and must be able to
express his/her needs accurately in a syntactically correct
form. Otherwise, a text-based query may be error-prone and
may contain superfluous query conditions. Also due to the
nature of Web data, specifying such a query in text form
requires considerable effort. For instance, query languages
such as XML-QL, Lorel, YATL, WebOQL and FLORID,
although are powerful languages, but is definitely not easy
to formulate in textual form. Although, it is possible to
apply syntactic sugar on these languages, but issues
involved with such effort are not discussed in Refs. [3,13,
14,20,27]. W3QS [23] allows to use query templates to
minimize the complexity associated with the formulation of
web queries. However, as discussed earlier, it lacks certain
important features. The ARANEUS, NetQL and WebSQL
have simple SQL-like features but they have limitations
regarding their expressive power. As shall be seen in
Section 7, we allow a user to formulate a coupling query
both in text form and pictorially.
Based on the above issues, rather than using an existing
query system, we have developed a separate query
mechanism for populating the web warehouse. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide
the background for subsequent discussion of this paper.
Sections 3–5 describe the various components of a coupling
query in detail. We show how to formulate a coupling query
in Section 7. Finally, we conclude by summarizing this
paper.
2. Background
We now formally introduce the notion of a coupling
query. We begin by briefly describing the underlying data
model of our web warehousing system. Then, we describe a
model of information on the Web. Next, step-by-step, we
illustrate an example of how to specify a coupling query.
2.1. Data model of WHOWEDA
Since our goal is to populate a web warehouse, we use as
a starting point the WHOWEDA system. In a data
warehouse designed for Web information, it is imperative
to represent and store relevant hyperlink Web documents
effectively for further querying and manipulation. The
Warehouse Object Model (WHOM) [6] serves as the basic
data model for our web warehousing system. WHOM, like
any other data model, consists of two components: a set of
web objects and a set of web operators [5,6]. WHOM
defines the logical structure of a set of objects in the web
warehouse and the way these objects are accessed and
manipulated.
Informally, our web warehouse can be conceived of as a
collection of web tables. A set of web tuples is materialized
in a web table. A web tuple is a directed graph consisting of
sets of node and link objects (hereafter, referred to as nodes
and links, respectively, for brevity).
In WHOWEDA, nodes and links are instances of node
type and link type, respectively. A node type consists of a
name, a set of node metadata attributes and a set of node
structural attributes. Node metadata attributes are used to
S.S. Bhowmick et al. / Information and Software Technology 44 (2002) 513–539516
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capture the metadata information associated with Web
documents (excluding hyperlinks) such as URL, date of
last modification and size. Note that URL can be further
decomposed into the following attributes: server, protocol,
path, filename and port. On the other hand, the node
structural attributes are used to represent the content and
hierarchical structure of Web pages. Intuitively, a node
represents the metadata associated with a Web document
and the content and structure of the document (excluding
hyperlinks in the document). Specifically, it consists of two
components: a set of node metadata trees to represent values
of different metadata associated with the document and a node
data tree (directed labeled tree) to represent the content and
structure of the document. A node metadata tree is an instance
of a node metadata attribute and a node data tree is a set of node
structural objects satisfying certain dependency constraints.
The node structural objects are instances of node structural
attributes. The notion of dependency constraints plays an
important role in determining the hierarchical relationships
among node structural objects in a HTML or XML document.
Similarly, a link type consist of a name, a set of link metadata
attributes, a set of link structural attributes and a reference
identifier. Thus, a link consists of a set of link meta-
attribute/value pairs (such as target URL, source URL
and link_type) represented as link metadata trees, a link
data tree (instance of link structural attributes) and an unique
reference identifier. Link data tree is a directed labeled tree to
represent the structure and content of a HTML or XML link.1
The reference identifier is used to associate the location of
links in a particular Web document or node. Informally, one
can think of a location as a portion of a document or a position
in it. Observe that although a hyperlink is embedded in a Web
document, we logically separate hyperlinks from Web
documents while modeling HTML and XML data in WHOM.
2.2. The information space
The WWW involves a large number of information
spaces ranging from simple files to complex service
providers that are distributed over the Internet. In order to
formally deal with information, we need to define a
conceptually unified information space against which
users can formulate queries. We view the WWW as a
directed graph. The entire graph topology is unknown but
can be partly deduced by navigating the Web. The vertices
and edges of the graph are defined by every possible WWW
navigation activity.
We assume that the WWW is deterministic [23]. By this,
we mean that the WWW structure, content and programs
(i.e. CGI scripts) are static and that programs are
deterministic and time independent. This is clearly a
simplification of the WWW. However, it allows us to
assume that the WWW does not change during the
execution of a query. The following definition captures
the hypertext structure of WWW accessible information.
Definition 1. A WWW Graph GðWWWÞ ¼ ðV ; EÞ is a pair
where V and E are sets of node and link objects on the Web
Fig. 1. Web pages of NCI Web site. (a) Treatment for cancer; (b) list of cancer-related disease.
1 We only consider simple and extended XML links.
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and E # V £ V : Each edge e [ E is a hyperlink from a node
object v [ V to u [ V such that there is a link object from a
node object v to
† any node object corresponding to a file accessible by
clicking on a valid hyperlink in v,
† any node object corresponding to the data returned by
filling a form in v and
† the default error HTML message (error 404) obtained by
clicking on an invalid hyperlink in v:
Observe that the previous definition captures a simplified
model of the actual WWW. This is done for the sake of
simplicity. Our model can be easily extended to include data
accessible through protocols other than http and more
complex HTML constructs such as frames. Although, we do
not discuss the querying and processing of HTML forms in
this paper, our model can be extended to handle them.
2.3. Our approach
In this section, we illustrate with an example how to
specify a coupling query step-by-step. In this context, we
highlight how the issues in Section 1.2 are incorporated in a
coupling query. In subsequent sections, we discuss in detail
various issues related to coupling queries.
Consider the NCI Web site at rex.nci.nih.gov.
Suppose a user wishes to retrieve information related to the
treatment of different types of cancer. This site provides
information about specific types of cancer, including
information about diagnosis, staging, treatment, follow-
up care and coping. Specifically, links in the Web page
at rex.nci.nih.gov/PATIENTS/SITES_TYPES.
html (Fig. 1(a) provides links to information related to
different types of cancer. The link ‘treatment statement’
points to a page containing a list of links to cancer-
related diseases (Fig. 1(b)). Each of these links point to
a page containing information on diagnosis, treatments
and so on of a particular disease. There are also
hyperlinks labeled ‘bladder’, ‘brain’, and so on in the
Web page at rex.nci.nih.gov/PATIENTS/
SITES_TYPES.html (Fig. 1(a)) which directly con-
nects to a page containing details of these diseases.
Observe that some of the links such as ‘AIDS-related
lymphoma’, ‘Anal Cancer’, ‘Endometrical Cancer’ and
so on in Fig. 1(b) are not available in the Web page at
http://rex.nci.nih.gov/PATIENTS/
SITES_TYPES.html. Similarly, links related to
‘Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma’, ‘Hodgkin’s Disease’,
‘Stomach’ in the Web page in Fig. 1(a) are not listed
in the Web page in Fig. 1(b). However, links related to
‘Larynx’, ‘Melanoma’ and so on are available in both
Web pages. Hence, in order to retrieve a complete list
of treatment details of various types of cancer we need
to exploit the link ‘treatment statement’ and links
related to different cancers in the Web page in Fig. 1(a).
In order to express this query, we need:
† A starting point for the search (Web page at rex.
nci.nih.gov/PATIENTS/SITES_TYPES.
html)
† To scan the pages accessible from the starting page
by following links having the specific characteristics
as described earlier.
Therefore,
1. We search for a path in the Web hypertext structure,
beginning at the Web page at rex.nci.nih.gov/
PATIENTS/SITES_TYPES.html and ending at a
page containing the keyword ‘treatment’ by following
only hypertext links that satisfies the above conditions.
Such hypertext path can be expressed in the coupling
query by the connectivity xkðef ÞlðghÞly: Here x, y are
node type identifiers and e, f, g and h are link type
identifiers. Observe that the expression ðef ÞlðghÞ enables
us to express disjunctive conditions in a coupling query,
i.e. either follow the links of types e and f or follow the
links of types g and h.
2. Instances of x is the first vertex of the path and
corresponds to the page at rex.nci.nih.gov/
PATIENTS/SITES_TYPES.html. Coupling query
allows the mapping of specific pages to a node type
identifier. This is written in the form of a predicate:
p11(x ) ; METADATA < x[url] EQUALS“http://
rex[.]nci[.]nih[.]gov/PATIENTS/SITES_TYPES
[.]html”
3. The link type identifiers e, f, g and h must satisfy the
above conditions. These conditions are expressed as
following predicates:
p13( f ) ; STRUCTURE < f[A] EXISTS_IN
“body.p”
p14(e ) ; CONTENT < e[A] NON-ATTR_ENCL
“Treatment Statements”
p15(h ) ; CONTENT < h[A] ATTR_CONT “{(href,
MATCH( :BEGIN_WORD: þ treat. p þ ;END_
WORD: )}”
p16(g ) ; STRUCTURE < g SATISFIES “A”
p17(g ) ; STRUCTURE < g[A] EXISTS_IN
“table(.%) þ .p”
Note that similar to node type identifier, specific
hyperlinks are mapped to a link type identifier. Also,
observe that the predicates allow us to impose constraints on
specific portions of Web documents or hyperlinks, on
attributes associated with HTML or XML elements and on
the hierarchical structure of Web documents based on
partial knowledge of the structure of the documents.
The last vertex y must contain the keyword ‘treatment’
anywhere in the document and is expressed by the following
predicate:
p12(y ) ; CONTENT < y [html(.%) þ ] NON-
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ATTR_CONT “:BEGIN_WORD: þ treatment þ
:END_WORD:”
4. In order to not overload the rex.nci.nih.govHTTP
server, we limit the time taken for the search. The search
stops after 20 min and returns the result retrieved so far.
Also we make sure that all the documents retrieved by
the search belong to the Web site of NCI. This is done by
defining the following coupling query predicates:
q1(G1) ; COUPLING_QUERY < G1.time
EQUALS “20 min”
q2(G1) ; COUPLING_QUERY < G1.host
EQUALS “ rex.nci.nih.gov”
Note that coupling query predicates enable us to control
the execution of a query.
The query is then expressed as:
Example 1. Let the coupling query be G1 ¼
kXn1q ; X‘1q ; C1q; P1q; Q1ql
Xn1q ¼ {x; y}
X‘1q ¼ {e; f ; g; h}
C1q ; xkðef ÞlðghÞly
P1q ¼ {p1; p2; p3; p4; p5; p6; p7}; where
p11(x ) ; METADATA < x[url] EQUALS “ http://
rex[.]nci[.]nih[.]gov/PATIENTS/SITES_TYPES[.]html”
p12(y ) ; CONTENT < y[html(.%) þ ] NON-
ATTR_CONT “:BEGIN_WORD: þ treatment þ
:END_WORD:”
p13( f ) ; STRUCTURE < f[A] EXISTS_IN “body.p”
p14(e ) ; CONTENT < e[A] NON-ATTR_ENCL
“Treatment Statements”
p15(h ) ; CONTENT < h[A] ATTR_CONT “{ (href,
MATCH(:BEGIN_WORD: þ treat. p þ :END_
WORD:)}”
p16(g ) ; STRUCTURE < g SATISFIES “A”
p17(g ) ; STRUCTURE < g[A] EXISTS_IN
“table(.%) þ .p”
and Q1q ¼ {q1; q2} where
q1(G1) ; COUPLING_QUERY < G2.time EQUALS
“20 min”
q2(G1) ; COUPLING_QUERY < G1.host EQUALS
“rex.nci.nih.gov”
The set of query results is shown in Fig. 2. Informally,
the result of a coupling query is a set of directed connected
acyclic graph containing node and link objects. These
graphs are called web tuples. Intuitively, a web tuple t is a
sub-graph of GðWWWÞ and the set of documents and
hyperlinks in t satisfies the connectivities and predicates
defined in a query G. For instance, each directed connected
graph in Fig. 2 is an example of a web tuple. Observe that
the results are directed connected graph and preserve the
hyperlinked structure of the relevant documents that
satisfies the query conditions.
Fig. 2. Results of the query in Example 1.
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2.4. Components of a coupling query
Based on the above example, a coupling query consists
of the following five components:
† A set of node and link type identifiers Xn and X‘;
respectively, where each element in Xn or X‘ is a nominal
identifier. Each nominal identifier in Xn or X‘ represents
a set of documents or hyperlinks (possibly empty)
retrieved from the Web (also called node and link
objects). Each identifier in Xn or X‘ may be either bound
or free. The set of node or link objects represented by a
bound type identifier share some common properties in
terms of their metadata, content or structure. Some of
these properties are expressed explicitly in the query
using a set of predicates (discussed later). To elaborate
further, let G be a coupling query and P be the set of
predicates in G. Let d1; d2; …; dn be a set of documents
represented by a node type identifier d [ Xn in G. Then d
is a bound type identifier if there exists a set of predicates
Pd , P defined over d. Each predicate in Pd specifies
metadata, content or structural characteristics shared by
the documents d1; d2; …; dn: On the other hand, a free
type identifier does not have any predicate defined over it
in the coupling query. That is, there are no conditions in
terms of metadata, content or structure imposed by the
user on the nodes or links represented by the free type
identifier. In WHOWEDA, we denote such free node and
link type identifiers using the special symbols Note that
the instances of free type identifiers represent arbitrary
nodes or links.
† A set of predicates P on the node and link type identifiers
to express the conditions defined by a user that must be
satisfied by the relevant documents and hyperlinks of the
corresponding identifiers.
† A set of connectivities C to express the hyperlink
structure the relevant documents must satisfy with
respect to the user’s query.
† A set of conditions Q on the coupling query to control the
execution of the query for retrieving relevant data.
In the subsequent sections, we discuss the components
predicates, connectivities and coupling query predicates in
detail.
3. Predicates
A predicate is a logical expression that can be evaluated
to true or false, with respect to some documents or
hyperlinks. Predicates are the main mechanism of expres-
sing what portions of Web data a query or retrieval task
should or should not match. In this section, we introduce
formally the notion of a predicate. A predicate is defined
over a node or link type identifier and is used to impose
conditions on the metadata, content or structure of instances
of the type identifier.
A predicate consists of the following components:
predicate qualifier, attribute path expression, predicate_
operator and value. The following is a form of a predicate p
on x:
p(x ) ; predicate_qualifier <
x{[attribute_path_exp]} predicate_
operator “V”
where x, the argument of p, is called a node or link type
identifier depending on the application of constraints on
Web documents or hyperlinks, respectively. Given a
predicate pðxÞ; all node or link objects that conforms to
pðxÞ are represented by the type identifier x. The curly
brackets are used to indicate 0 or 1 occurrence of the
components. In the following sections, we elaborate on the
various components of a predicate.
3.1. Attribute path expression
When querying Web data, especially when the exact
content or structure of the Web page or hyperlink is not
known, it is convenient to use a form of ‘navigational’ query
based on path expressions. The idea is to specify paths in the
tree representation of metadata and structural attributes in
order to impose constraints on the content, structure and
metadata of node and link objects. In this section, we discuss
simple attribute path expressions and regular attribute path
expressions which are used to impose constraints on the
content, structure and metadata of node and link objects.
The function of attribute path expressions depend on the
domain of application of the predicates. When imposing
constraint on metadata, the attribute path expression is used
to specify the value of a particular metadata attribute. In
content predicates the attribute path expression is used to
specify the location of a particular portion of the document.
For predicates imposed on the structure of Web documents
or hyperlinks, the attribute path expression specifies the
location of a HTML or XML element to be matched against
the structure of Web data.
We begin our discussion by introducing the notion of
containment of metadata and structural attributes. We will
be using this to define simple and regular attribute path
expressions. Next we discuss the syntax and semantics of
attribute path and illustrate them with examples. Then, we
classify an attribute path expression into three types, i.e.
metadata, content and structure based on its domain of
application.
3.1.1. Attribute containment
Tagged elements are the building blocks of HTML or
XML documents. Each tagged element has a sequence of
zero or more attribute/value pairs and a sequence of zero or
more sub-elements. These sub-elements may themselves be
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tagged elements or they may be tagless segments of text
data.
Given a metadata or an HTML or XML element o and its
content c, we say that o immediately contains c, denoted by
oˆ c; and that o is called the container of c. Note that c is
contained in o with no intermediate containers between o
and c, i.e. oˆ c holds but oˆ o1 ˆ o2 ˆ · · ·ˆ c does not
hold. Note that o1; o2 and so on are the sub-metadata
attributes or sub-elements of o. We label oi with the meta-
attribute name or the start tag name.
3.1.2. Simple attribute path expressions
As the metadata and structural attribute of a Web
document or hyperlink is representable in the form of a tree,
an attribute path expression captures the notion of a path in
the tree. A simple attribute path expression A ¼
o1·o2·o3…on is a sequence of containment o1 ˆ o2 ˆ o3 ˆ
· · ·ˆ on21 ˆ on where n . 0 and oi is simple ;0 , i < n:
n is called the path length of the attribute path expression.
o1; o2; …; on are called labels or elements of attribute path
expression A. A label is basically a string and is considered
simple if it does not contain any regular expression defined
over it. The labels o1 and on are called start or root and
terminal or end labels, respectively. For instance, URL.-
server.domain name is a simple attribute path
containing metadata attributes and company.ad-
dress.street is a simple attribute path expression
containing node structural attributes. The length of each of
these simple attribute path expressions is 3. The labels URL
and company are the start labels and domain name and
street are the terminal labels.
3.1.3. Regular attribute path expressions
Note that simple attribute path expressions enable a user
to specify constraints on specific elements of Web
documents provided he knows the exact structure and
relative ordering of tag elements in which the concerned
element is enclosed. However, in reality it may not be
always possible for a user to know the exact hierarchical
structure of a set of documents ahead of time. In order to
specify constraints on specific segments of a collection of
documents based on zero or partial knowledge, we extend
the notion of simple attribute path expressions to a more
powerful syntax for attribute path expression, called regular
attribute path expressions. Regular attribute path
expressions allow both regular expressions and wild cards
to be used in paths, thus providing more flexibility in
imposing constraints on the metadata, content and structure
of Web data.
A regular attribute path expression allows the labels to be
followed by one or more complex attribute components,
rather than just a sequence of labels as in simple attribute
paths. The syntax of a complex attribute component is given
by:
1. If o is a label, then.o is a complex attribute component.
2. If o1 and o2 are complex attribute components, then the
following are also complex attribute components: o1o2;
o1lo2; ðo?1Þ; ðo1Þþ; ðo1Þp; ðo1Þ{m; n}:
In case 2, the symbol l is used for disjunction, ? means 0
or 1 occurrences, þ means 1 or more, p means 0 or more
and, m and n are positive integers indicating at least m
occurrences and at most n occurrences.
In this definition, we use ‘.’ as a separator between
element and sub-element and not to match any character.
Instead, we use ‘%’ as the wild card to match 0 or more
characters in an element name. In standard regular
expressions, the matching of 0 or more characters is
achieved by the expression ‘. p ’. However, we do not use
this symbol here for two reasons. First, the period ‘.’ will
create confusion if it is used as the element–sub-element
separator. Second, having too many p may not be
comprehensible as attribute path expression can become
lengthy collection of metacharacters, making them difficult
to read and understand. For example, the attribute path
expression document (.customer) p (.. p ) þ
(.phone) p is not very easy to read. Moreover, ‘.. p ’
in this path is confusing as one period is used as an element
sub-element separator and another is used in the standard
regular expression sense. Thus, we replace. p with the
symbol ‘%’ to simplify its usage and to make it compact.
3.1.4. Classification of attribute path expression
In this section, we classify an attribute path expression
based on its domain of application. For the time being
consider that a predicate qualifier is used to define the
domain of a predicate. That is, if the value of the predicate
qualifier is METADATA then it is used to impose constraint
on the metadata of Web documents or hyperlinks. Similarly,
if the value is CONTENT or STRUCTURE then it is used to
impose condition on the textual content or structure of Web
data. We elaborate on predicate qualifier in Section 3.2.
Based on different values of a predicate qualifier, the
attribute path expressions are classified as following. Note
that each of this attribute path expression can be simple or
regular.
Metadata attribute path expression. Metadata attribute
path expressions are associated with predicates defined on
the metadata of Web data. Let Am ¼ om1 ·om2 …omn be an
attribute path expression in the predicate pðxÞ: Then Am is a
metadata attribute path expression if predicate qualifier of
pðxÞ is equal to METADATA. For instance, the attribute path
expression url.server.domain name in the predicate
pðxÞ ; METADATA< x½url:server:domainname
EQUALS “edu” is a metadata attribute path expression.
Note that in this case we only consider simple attribute path
expression and excluded regular attribute path expression.
The justification for this is that the attribute path expressions
related to metadata are much simple compared to those for
structure and content of Web documents and hyperlinks.
The length of any metadata attribute path expression is
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always less than four and the value of the labels in these
attribute paths are metadata attributes and are known ahead
of time for any Web document or hyperlink. Hence, there is
no pragmatic need to specify regular attribute path
expressions in a metadata predicate.
Content attribute path expression. Content attribute
path expressions are associated with predicates defined
on the textual content or tag attributes of Web data. Let
Ac ¼ oc1 ·oc2 …ocn be an attribute path expression in the
predicate pðxÞ: Then Ac is a content attribute path
expression if predicate qualifier of pðxÞ is equal to
CONTENT. For instance, the attribute pathhtml (.%) þ .p
in the predicate pðxÞ ; CONTENT < x½htmlð:%Þ
þ:pNON-ATTR_CONT“cancer” is a content attribute
path expression.
Structural attribute path expression. Finally, the struc-
tural attribute paths are associated with predicates defined
on the structure of Web data. Let As ¼ os1 ·os2 …osn be an
attribute path expression in the predicate pðxÞ: Then As is a
structural attribute path expression if predicate qualifier of
pðxÞ is equal to STRUCTURE. For instance, the attribute
path expression manufacturers (.%) þ .location
in the predicate pðxÞ ; STRUCTURE < x ½manu-
facturersð:%Þ þ : location SATISFIES“city; country;
zip code” is a structural attribute path expression.
Note that for structural attribute path expression the start
label and terminal label must be simple. That is, it must not
contain regular expressions. Hence, manufac-
turers(.%) þ .location is a valid structural
attribute path expression, whereas, the path
manufacturers(.%) þ is not. We will justify the
reasons behind this later in this paper.
3.2. Predicate qualifier
When imposing constraints on Web data, we have seen
that it is convenient to use attribute path expression to
impose conditions on the structure, textual and metadata
content as well as on the attributes associated with tagged
elements in HTML or XML documents. However, using
only attribute path expression to define predicates may
create the following types of ambiguities:
† In the case of a HTML document, the set of metadata
attributes and the set of tag names are disjoint. Hence,
given an attribute path, it is clear whether it refers to a
metadata attribute or to a tag name. For example,
url.server.domain name and table.tr.td
automatically suggest paths containing metadata attri-
butes and tag elements, respectively. However, in XML
data, this distinction is blurred due to user-defined tags.
Given an attribute path expression, say date.year.month,
the labels date, year and month can be metadata attributes
or they can also be tag names defined by the user.
† The value of a predicate may contain string that is to be
matched against the textual content of the Web document
or it may contain an attribute path expression or tag
element that imposes constraint over the structure of
Web documents. Without a qualifier, it is not possible to
distinguish whether the predicate is meant for the
metadata, content or structure of a Web document.
In order to resolve these ambiguities, we introduce the
notion of a predicate qualifier as a component of a predicate.
A predicate qualifier may have any one of the following
values: METADATA, CONTENT and STRUCTURE and the
usage of a particular qualifier in a predicate is self-
explanoratory. That is, a predicate is either a metadata
predicate of the form:
p(x ) ; METADATA <
x[metadata_attribute_path_exp] op “V”
where V is a regular expression over ASCII character set; or
a content predicate of the form:
p(x ) ; CONTENT <
x[content_attribute_path_exp] op “V”
It may also be a predicate on the structure of Web
documents or hyperlinks. A node structural predicate
imposes constraint(s) on the structure of Web documents
and is of the following form:
p(x ) ; STRUCTURE <
x{[structural_attribute_path_exp]} op
“V”
where x is a node type identifier, op is “SATISFIES” and
V is collection of tag elements name or regular expressions
over the tag element names. A link structural predicate is
expressed in the following form:
p(e ) ; [STRUCTURE <
e{[structural_attribute_path_exp]} op
“V”]
where e is a link type identifier, op [ {“EXISTS_
IN”,“SATISFIES”} and V can be an attribute path
expression or a collection of tag elements name.
3.3. Value of a predicate
The value of a predicate depends on the predicate
qualifier and predicate operator. As mentioned earlier, the
value is a regular expression over the ASCII character set
when the predicate qualifier is either METADATA or
CONTENT. When the predicate qualifier is STRUCTURE,
the value can be an attribute path expression or a collection
of tag elements.
Observe that tags, tagless segments of data, attributes
associated with tags and metadata in Web documents are
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essentially collection of strings. Thus, the metadata, content
and structure of Web documents and hyperlinks are
expressed as a meaningful collection of strings. However,
it is not always simple to correctly impose conditions on
these strings. Defining predicate value for finding docu-
ments containing the keyword genetic disorder is fairly
simple. However, expressing predicates to locate documents
containing information about job opportunities may not be
simple. Due to lack of central authority on the Web, some
pages may use job opportunities while others may use
career opportunities or employment opportunities. To
enhance the ability to impose constraints on documents
we allow the specification of predicate values using regular
expressions.
3.3.1. Values for content predicates
The value of a content predicate is either a string
that will be matched with segments of data between
tags or a set of attribute/value pairs that will be
matched with the attribute/name value pairs of the
specified element. We illustrate with examples some of
the possible values for content predicates that express
tagless segment of data and tag attribute names and
their corresponding values.
Tagless data. Let pðxÞ ; CONTENT < x½attribute_
path_exp op “V“ be a content predicate. Then the value of
the predicate V for tagless segments of data can have any
one of the following syntax:
(1) V is a regular expressions over ASCII character set as
discussed in Section 3.2.
The following are examples of different values of content
predicates:
“:BEGIN_WORD: þ treatment þ :END_WORD:”
“:START_STR: þ brain tumou?r þ :END_STR:”
“:START_STR: þ Zellw[ea]ger Disease þ
:END_STR:”
“:START_STR: þ (no cure )l(no treatment ) þ
:END_STR:”
“(:START_STR: þ genetic disorder þ :END_STR:)
þ ”
“(:BEGIN_WORD: þ treatment þ :END_
WORD:){4,}”
The first expression matches the word treatment; it does
not match words where treatment is embedded as part of the
word. The second expression matches the occurrence of
keywords brain tumor or brain tumour. The next expression
matches the occurrence of Zellweger Disease or Zellwager
Disease. Here we use :START_STR: and :END_STR:
instead of :BEGIN_WORD: and :END_WORD: respect-
ively, as the string Zellweger Disease consists of two words.
The fourth expression indicates that the keyword genetic
disorder must occur one or more times. Finally, the last
expression indicates that the keyword treatment must occur
at least four times.
The next two values are used to match those strings that
satisfies certain constraints.
“:BEGIN_WORD: þ MATCH(AE4). p þ :END_
WORD:”
“:BEGIN_WORD: þ UNMATCH(AE4). p þ
:END_WORD:”
The first value matches those documents which contains
a word that begins with AE4 followed by one or more
Fig. 3. Web pages of NINDS Web site. (a) Web page of Alexander disease; (b) Home page of NINDS with the graphic link ‘Patients’.
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characters. The next value identifies those words which do
not contain the string AE4.
(2) The predicate value can be also of the form NEAR
ðv1; v2; m; nÞ where v1 and v2 are simple strings or regular
expression over ASCII character set and m and n are
integers. Such values are called proximity values. We now
elaborate on the motivation of proximity values and its
syntax. Due to the lack of central authority we observe the
following cases in the Web: First, same entities having web
presence may be represented by different set of keywords in
different Web pages across different Web sites. For instance,
the department of computer science for various Universities
may be listed as Department of Computer Science or
Computer Science Department or Department of Computing
Science in different Web pages. Thus, trying to express a
unique and accurate set of keywords for searching for
certain expression may be difficult. Secondly, sometimes
the accurate meaning and context of a keyword is
determined by the appearance of other keywords in the
proximity of the specified keyword. For example, in Fig.
3(a) the occurrence of dementia in the neighborhood of the
keyword symptoms may indicate that dementia is a
symptom of the particular disease, i.e. Alexander Disease.
Note that dementia occurring in various locations in
different Web pages may be used in completely different
context.
In order to express above cases in a predicate, we use
proximity values. In NEAR (v1; v2; m; n) v1 and v2 are
keywords and m and n denotes minimum and maximum
number of words separating v1 and v2: Note that n is
mandatory in this expression. However, m is optional. For
example, we may express constraints on the department of
computer science that occurs in different Web pages as
follows:
“NEAR(‘Department’, MATCH(Compu). p þ :END_
STR: þ :BEGIN_WORD: þ Science
þ :END_WORD:’,0, 3)”
The above expression matches those documents where at
the most there can be three words between the words
Department and Compu. p Science. Observe that this
expression matches the string Department of Computer
Science, Computer Science Department and Department of
Computing Science. Similarly, the keyword dementia can
be correlated with symptoms using the following proximity
value in a predicate: “NEAR(‘symptoms‘, ‘dementia’, 1,
10)”. This value specifies to match those documents in
which the minimum and maximum number of words
separating the keywords, symptoms and dementia are 1
and 10, respectively.
Attribute/value pairs. V can be used to express
attribute/value pairs associated with elements. Formally,
V ¼ {ðaa1 ;av1Þ; ðaa2 ;av2Þ; …; ðaan ;avn Þ} where aai and avi
are regular expressions over attribute names and their
corresponding values, respectively. Some examples of V are
given below:
“[:BEGIN_WORD: þ clerk þ :END_WORD:,
:BEGIN_WORD: þ Smith þ :END_WORD:]”
“[:BEGIN_WORD: þ clerk þ :END_WORD:,
:BEGIN_WORD: þ Smith þ :END_WORD:], [type þ
:END_STR:, :BEGIN_WORD: þ ( phone ) l (web ) þ
:END_WORD:]”
“[id þ :END_STR:, MATCH(AE4 ). p þ
:END_STR:]”
“[:BEGIN_WORD: þ complete þ :END_WORD:,
UNMATCH(yes ). p þ :END_STR:]”
“[:BEGIN_STR: þ (clerk ) l (staff ) þ :END_STR:,
:BEGIN_WORD: þ Smith þ :END_WORD:]”
“[id þ :END_STR:,. p ]”
The first expression indicates that the value of the tag
attribute clerk is equal to Smith. The second expression
specifies that the attribute clerk has value Smith and the
attribute type has value phone or web. The next expression
matches those documents where the tag attribute id has a
value beginning with the string AE4. The fourth expression
specifies that the value of the attribute complete must not
start with the string yes. The next expression says that the
attribute labeled clerk or staff has the value Smith. Finally,
the last expression says that the attribute id can have any
value.
3.3.2. Values for metadata predicates
Metadata predicates are used to impose constraints on the
metadata attributes of Web documents and hyperlinks. The
value of a metadata predicate is a regular expressions over
ASCII character set that is to be matched with the value of
the specified metadata attribute. Note that the metadata
attribute is specified using attribute path expression. We
illustrate the values of metadata predicates with some
examples below:
“ http://www[.]ntu[.]edu[.]sg/”
“(edu ) l (com)”
“19. p ”
Observe that in the first expression which specifies the
value of a URL, the ‘.’ character needs to be treated
specially because it is a metacharacter. Thus, we use [ ] to
express ‘.’ as a literal character.
3.3.3. Values for structural predicates
Structural predicates impose constraints on the hierarch-
ical structure of Web documents and hyperlinks and on the
location of hyperlinks in the Web documents. There are two
possible forms of values for structural predicates. First, V
can be an attribute path expression when the predicate is
imposed on link objects. For example, ul.li is a value of a
link structural predicate. Second, the value can be a
collection of tag names or regular expressions over tag
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Table 1
Synopsis of predicate operators
Qualifier Operator Explanation Examples
METADATA EQUALS Used to test equality for metadata attribute values METADATA < x[date.year] EQUALS “1999”
CONTENT ATTR_ENCL Used to test if the specified attribute/value pairs are the only attributes in the
element
CONTENT < z[customer] ATTR_ENCL “[customer id, 100025]” CONTENT <
z[customer] ATTR_ENCL “[customer id,. p ]”
CONTENT ATTR_CONT Test if specified attribute/value pair(s) are contained in the element CONTENT < z[purchase] ATTR_CONT [id, E-208765]
CONTENT NON-
ATTR_ENCL
Test if specified value is enclosed as tagless data in the element CONTENT < z[item.itemdes] NON-ATTR_ENCL 3 1/2 Floppy Disk
CONTENT NON-
ATTR_CONT
Test if specified value is contained in tagless data in the element CONTENT < z[item.itemdes] NON-ATTR_CONT “:START_WORD: þ disk þ
:END_WORD:”
CONTENT CONT Test if specified value is contained in tagless data or in the attribute/value
pairs in the element
CONTENT < e[A] CONT “:START_WORD: þ patients þ :END_WORD:”
STRUCTURE SATISFIES Test if the instances satisfy the specified structure STRUCTURE < z[item] SATISFIES “itemno, itemdes, quantity”
STRUCTURE EXISTS_IN Test if the hyperlinks exists in the specified structure of the source document STRUCTURE < z EXISTS_IN “ul.li”
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names. Let us illustrate the predicate values with some
examples:
“{table}”
“{item ( itemno, itemdes, quantity )}”
“{purchase ( date, account?, item þ )}”
“{customer ( name, date, order þ )}, {name ( first name,
second name )}”
“{purchase (date, account, item/product)}”
The first expression specifies only one element table. The
next expression says that the element item has the following
sub-elements itemno, itemdes, and quantity. The third
expression illustrates the use of regular expressions in
element names. The element purchase contains an element
date, followed by an optional element account and one or
more elements of type item. The next value indicates that
the element customer contains the sub-elements name, date
and one or more order. Furthermore, the element name
contains the sub-elements first name and last name. The last
expression specifies that the element purchase contains a
date element, an account element, and a item or product
element.
Observe that the first expression (attribute path
expression) imposes only structural constraints on a path
of hierarchical structure of documents or hyperlinks. The
subsequent values of V, impose constraints on the tree
structure of Web documents and hyperlinks.
3.4. Predicate operators
We have introduced attribute path expressions, predicate
qualifier and predicate values as components of a predicate.
We now discuss the final component; predicate operator.
We discuss different predicate operators for each type of
predicates and illustrate them with examples. A synopsis of
the set of predicate operators is given in Table 1.
The set of predicate operators depends on the type of
predicates, i.e. content, metadata and structure. We first
discuss the set of operators for content predicates and then
proceed to discuss operators for metadata and structural
predicates.
3.4.1. Predicate operators for content predicates
Recall that attribute path expression enables us to impose
constraints on specific metadata and structural attributes
without being fully aware of the complete structure of the
Web documents. As HTML and XML elements may contain
zero or more sequences of attribute/value pairs and/or
tagged sub-elements, an attribute path expression cannot
distinguish between the attribute/value pair(s) associated
with tagged elements and the textual content between
tagged elements. For instance, the value ðid; c12356Þ in a
content predicate may appear as textual content between
some tags or as an attribute/value pair. Moreover, the value
V in a content predicate may be a complete or partial data
segments, or a list of attribute/value pairs. For example, the
keyword Bayer may occur as kcompanyl Bayer k/compa-
nyl in some documents or as a portion of the text in the
tagged element in others, i.e. kcompanyl Bayer Corpor-
ation k/companyl.
We resolve these ambiguities by introducing five types of
predicate operators;NON-ATTR_CONT, NON-
ATTR_ENCL, ATTR_CONT, ATTR_ENCL and CONT.
Operators beginning with ATTR and NON-ATTR are used
to distinguish between an attribute/value pair associated
with HTML or XML element and the textual content
between a pair of tagged elements. Thus, operators NON-
ATTR_CONT and NON-ATTR_ENCL indicate constraints
imposed on the textual content of documents or hyperlinks
only, whereas operators ATTR_CONT and ATTR_ENCL
indicate constraints imposed on attributes associated with
tags only. The suffix CONT and ENCL in these operators are
used to further distinguish between partial and complete
data segments in an element or in the attribute set associated
with an element. Some examples of these operators in the
context of content predicates are:
NON-ATTR_CONT “:BEGIN_WORD: þ treatment
þ :END_WORD:”
NON-ATTR_ENCL “Bayer”
ATTR_ENCL “[‘:START_STR: þ id þ
:END_STR:’,
‘:START_STR: þ c12356 þ :END_STR:’]”
ATTR_CONT “[(‘:BEGIN_WORD: þ id þ
:END_WORD:’,. p )]”
The first expression indicates that the textual content of
the document or hyperlink contains the keyword treatment.
The second expression specifies that the segment of data
enclosed between a specified element is equal to Bayer.
Observe that as the predicate operator NON-ATTR_ENCL is
used, it indicates that Bayer is the only tagless segment of
data in the specified element. Moreover, as these two
expressions contain predicate operators beginning with the
prefix NON-ATTR, the values indicate textual content in
Web documents or hyperlinks. The next expression
indicates that the only attribute associated with the specified
element is id and its value is c12356: Finally, the last
expression states that one of the attribute associated with the
specified element is id. Note that id may have any arbitrary
value. In the last two expressions, as the predicate operators
contain the suffix ATTR, the values refer to attribute/value
pairs.
We now describe the final operator CONT. It is used to
impose constraints on the attribute value pairs or the tagless
segment of data but not both. It may seem that the operator
CONT is superfluous in this context as the objective of CONT
may be achieved by the operators ATTR_CONT and NON-
ATTR_CONT. However, there exist some disambiguity which
has motivated us to incorporate a separate operator in lieu of
composite usage of ATTR_CONT and NON-ATTR_CONT.
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We explain this with an example. Suppose we wish to
impose constraints on those hyperlinks (denoted by e )
which has the string patients as anchor text or the string
appears in the attribute/value pairs of the tags associated
with the hyperlinks. Note that it may not be possible for a
user to know the exact position of occurrence of the string
patients ahead of time. An example of such hyperlink is the
graphic link ‘Patients’ in the Web page at www.ninds.
nih.govas depicted in Fig. 3(b). Intuitively, this condition
on the hyperlinks can be imposed by the following
predicates:
p1(e ) ; CONTENT < e[A(.%) p ] ATTR_CONT
“MATCH( patients ). p þ :END_STR:”
p2(e ) ; CONTENT < e[A(.%) p ] NON-ATTR_
CONT “MATCH( patients ). p þ :END_STR:”
The predicate p1ðeÞ impose condition on the attribute/
value pairs on the element A or on the sub-elements that are
contained in A. It specifies that the attribute/value pair of the
element A or a sub-element of A must contain the string
patients. The second predicate specifies that the anchor text
of A must contain the string patients. Observe that the
implication of these two predicates when combined together
is conjunctive. That is, a hyperlink satisfies the link type
identifier e if its attribute/value pairs contain patients and
also the anchor text between the A tag contains the keyword
patients. However, we are typically interested in hyperlinks
which satisfy one of the above constraints but not
necessarily both. For example, reconsider the graphic link
‘Patients’ in Fig. 3(b). The source code of this hyperlink is
given below:
ka href ¼ “patients/default.htm” onmous-
eout ¼ “MM_swapImgRestore()”
onmouseover ¼ “MM_swapImage(‘document.
patients’,’document.patients’,’ ima-
ges/pat2.gif’,’document.mainrule’,’docu-
ment.mainrule’,’images/patrule.gif’,
’document.mainpop’, document.mainpop’,
’images/patpop.gif’,’#927743526150’)”l
kimg src ¼ “images/pat1.gif” name ¼
“patients” alt ¼ “Patients” border ¼ “0”
width ¼ “108” height ¼ “22”lk/al
Observe that the element A contains an IMG element. It
does not contain any textual data. The word patients appears
as attribute/value pairs in IMG, i.e. it appears as the value of
the attributes alt and name in the element IMG. Thus, this
hyperlink satisfies only the first predicate but not the second
one. Hence, it is not an instance of e. Clearly, this is not
desirable in this context. In order to resolve this limitation,
we introduce the operator CONT. An example of a predicate
containing this operator is:
p(e ) ; CONTENT < e[A(.%) p ] CONT “:BEGIN_
STR: þ MATCH( patients ). p þ :END_STR:”.
This predicate specifies that the instances of e must
contain the string patients in anchor text or as a value of one
of the tag attributes. Observe that in this case the conditions
on tagless data and value of tag attributes is disjunctive. One
of them must be satisfied but not necessarily both. Hence,
the hyperlink ‘Patients’ in Fig. 3(b) is an instance of e.
One may think that similar to CONT, the operator ENCL
may be used to impose constraints on the complete segment
of tagless data or on the complete list of attribute value pairs
associated with elements. To elaborate further, let v be a
data segment. Then, ENCL may be used to impose
constraints on HTML or XML elements of the type:
konlvk=onl or konvl· · ·k=onl: Typically the predicate contain-
ing ENCL will be of the form: pðeÞ ;
CONTENT < e½attribute_path_exp ENCL “v”.
However, we do not include ENCL as one of the predicate
operators as the syntax for imposing constraints on complete
list of attribute/value pairs is different from the data segment
enclosed in a tag. Thus, the predicate value v cannot exist as
tagless data as well as attribute value pairs. For instance,
consider the following expressions:
ENCL “Bayer”
ENCL “[‘:START_STR: þ id þ :END_STR:’,
‘:START_STR: þ c12356 þ :END_STR:’]”
In the first expression Bayer may appear as a tagless data,
but it cannot appear as a attribute/value pair. Note that it
may be a value of a tag attribute or a tag attribute itself but it
syntactically does not represent an attribute/value pair.
Similarly, in the second expression ðid; c12356Þ may be a
attribute/value pair associated with an element but it is
unlikely to be a tagless data enclosed inside an element.
Hence, we do not envisage any practical usage of ENCL.
3.4.2. Predicate operators for metadata predicates
Note that unlike content predicates, metadata predicates
do not have a set of attribute/value pair associated with
them. Each metadata attribute and its corresponding value is
a string. Thus, we do not use ATTR and NON-ATTR in the
predicate operator of metadata predicates. There is only one
predicate operator, EQUALS to express metadata predicates.
We now give few examples:
EQUALS “edu”
EQUALS “. þ [.]MATCH(xml þ :END_STR:)”
EQUALS “sglau”
The first expression specifies that one of specified
metadata attribute is equal to edu. The next expression
says that the specified attribute matches those strings that
end with.xml. The last expression specifies that the specified
metadata attribute may have any one the following values:
sg or au.
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3.4.3. Predicate operators for structural predicates
Structural predicates are used to impose constraints on
the hierarchical structure of Web documents or hyperlinks
and the location of the hyperlinks in the source Web
documents. In order to distinguish between these two types,
we define two operators SATISFIES and EXISTS_IN.
Operator SATISFIES specifies constraints on the hier-
archical structure of Web documents or hyperlinks while the
operator EXISTS_IN imposes constraints on the location
of link objects. We elaborate on these operators with the
following examples:
SATISFIES “company(name, address,
phone)”
EXISTS_IN “ul.li”
The first expression says that the company element
contains the sub-elements name, address and phone. The
next expression specifies that the specified link objects are
contained in a list.
4. Connectivities
A coupling query may contain a set of connectivities C to
impose constraints on the hyperlink structure of the relevant
documents. Note that the predicates can only impose
conditions on the metadata, structure and content of Web
documents and hyperlinks. However, they fail to impose
constraints on how these documents are connected to one
another. In order to exploit inter-document relationship, i.e.
the hyperlink structure of relevant Web documents, we
introduce the notion of connectivities.2 Informally, a
connectivity is a predicate on the inter-document relation-
ship of a one or two classes of Web documents. To define a
connectivity element, one first categorizes the set of
documents and hyperlinks into different types by using a
set of predicates. Then connectivities are defined by using
the type identifiers of these documents and hyperlinks.
4.1. Difficulties in modeling connectivities
The modeling of inter-document relationship causes
serious difficulties when working with heterogeneous,
autonomous Web documents. The reasons are as follows:
Necessity of node type identifiers. The definition of a
connectivity requires node type identifiers. Recall that a
predicate requires the instances of a node or link type
identifier to satisfy the specified constraints. However, in
reality it may not be possible for a user to speculate the
properties associated with the metadata, content and
structure of a set of node or links ahead of time without
inspecting each instance. There may exist common
constraints that the user may not be aware. Thus, it may
not be possible to bind a node or link type identifier with one
or more predicates. Consequently, due to the lack of
existence of node type identifiers, it is not possible to define
a connectivity to express the hyperlink structure of these
documents.
Prior knowledge of inter-document structure. Even if we
are able to identify node or link predicates, one must also
possess partial or complete knowledge about the hyperlink
structure in order to specify a connectivity. For example,
suppose we classify some of the relevant documents and
hyperlinks into x, z and e based on a set of predicates. To
specify the inter-document structure between the documents
of type x and z, one must know how documents of type x are
connected to documents of type z.
Lack of homogeneous inter-linked structure. It may not
be possible to impose a meaningful constraint that is
satisfied by all node or link objects simply because there
may not exist such a constraint. This may happen because
the content and inter-linked structure of Web documents, in
different Web sites are different. Thus, it may not be
possible to enforce a rigid inter-linked structure of node and
link objects.
Lack of necessity for knowledge of hyperlink properties.
There may not be a need to specify constraints on link
objects because they may not be relevant to the user. For
example, consider the Web page at http://www.
druginfonet.com/maninfo.htm which connects a
user to several pharmaceutical manufacturers. Suppose a
user wishes to find information about all ‘products’ that are
sold by different manufacturers. There are two node type
identifiers, x and y with the following predicates that are
relevant to the user:
p(x ) ; METADATA < x[url] EQUALS “http://www[.]
druginfonet[.]com/maninfo[.]htm”
p(y ) ; CONTENT < y[body.(%)w] NON-ATTR_
CONT ”:BEGIN_WORD: þ products? þ :END_
WORD:”
Note that the links between the instances of x and y are
irrelevant to the user and hence there is no necessity to
capture common properties using predicates.
4.2. Features of connectivities
Based on the above difficulties, we now identify a set of
features that must be supported by a connectivity element.
Inter-connectivity based on node and link type identi-
fiers. Given a set of documents and hyperlinks, we specify
the inter-document connectivity of the node and link objects
in terms of their node and link type identifiers. It must not be
expressed at the instance level because a set of documents
may share the same connectivity structure and expressing
2 Traditionally, in the field of graph theory, the term connectivity of a
connected graph is defined to be the minimum number of vertices whose
removal disconnects the graph or reduces the graph to a single vertex.
However, in this paper we do not use the notion of connectivities in this
context.
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connectivity for each of these documents is cumbersome
and repetitive. Hence, each connectivity must express the
hyperlinked structure of a group of documents.
Connectivities between non-adjacent node objects. A
connectivity must be able to express hyperlinked structure
between non-adjacent node objects. As we have seen in
Section 4.1, it is not always possible to identify the
properties of all the node and link objects by defining
predicates over them. We illustrate this with an example.
Suppose we have a set of documents and hyperlinks denoted
by D and H, respectively. Let some of the documents in D be
instances of node type identifiers x and y. Similarly, suppose
some the hyperlinks in H are instances of link type
identifiers e, f and g. Suppose each instance of x is
connected to an instance of y by following the sequence of
links of type e, f and g, respectively. In this case, an instance
of x is not adjacent to an instance of y. In fact, following a
link of type e from an instance of x leads to a node object
whose property is not specified by any predicate.
Heterogeneous hyperlink structure. Recall from Section
4.1 that the hyperlinked structure between documents can be
heterogeneous in nature. A connectivity must be able to
express such irregular, heterogeneous structure. For
instance, the instances of node types x and y may be
connected through hyperlinks of type e and f. Or, they may
be connected directly via links of type g. It may also be
possible that some instances of x and y are connected by one
or more links of type e. A connectivity must be able to
express such irregular structure clearly and compactly.
Connectivity based on partial knowledge. User should be
able to impose constraints on inter-document connectivity
based on no or partial knowledge of the hyperlink structure
of the documents. For instance, if x and y are node type
identifiers of two sets of documents, then a connectivity
must be able to express the hyperlinked structure between
instances of x and y based on zero knowledge of how these
documents are connected. By no knowledge, we mean no
knowledge about the hyperlinked structure between
instances of x and y; it does not indicate the lack of
knowledge of the properties of node objects represented by
source or target node identifiers.
A connectivity should also be able to express connectiv-
ities based on partial knowledge. It is not always necessary
to know the exact inter-linked structure between set of
documents in order to specify a connectivity. For instance, a
user may be aware that the instances of x are connected to
instances of y via the hyperlinks represented by link type
identifiers e or f. However, he/she may not be sure the exact
type of the hyperlink between an instance of x and y.
4.3. Components of connectivities
A connectivity k is an expression of the form: k ; skrlt
where s is the c (source identifier in short), t is the target
node type identifier (target identifier in short) and r is called
a link path expression which is essentially a sequence of link
type identifiers which may include regular expressions, e.g.
e, efg; ef {1; 3}: The angle brackets around r are used for
delimitation purposes only. Note that the connectivity skrlt
specifies how the instances of s are connected to the
instances of t. The inter-linked structure between an
instance of s and t identifier is specified by the link path
expression. Throughout this paper, we denote the source and
target identifiers of a connectivity k as lnodeðkÞ and
rnodeðkÞ; respectively. The set of link type identifiers in r
is denoted as linkðkÞ:
4.3.1. Link path expressions
A link path expression specifies how a set of documents
is connected to another set of documents. We begin by
defining simple and complex link components which are
used for defining link path expression. We then classify link
path expressions into simple and regular.
A simple link component is a link type identifier that
represents a set of hyperlink instances. Like source and
target node type identifier, it can be bound or free. We use
the symbol ‘-’ to denote a free link component. A complex
link component contains regular expressions defined over
simple link components. Let ‘1 and ‘2 be two simple link
components. Then,
1. ‘1?; ‘1l‘2; ‘1‘2 and ‘1{m; n} are complex link
components where m > 0; n . 1 and m , n: The
existence of m is optional.
2. If c1 and c2 are simple or complex link components then
c1c2; c1?; c1lc2 and c1{m; n} are complex link
components.
3. Nothing else is a complex link component.
Examples of complex link components are
efg; e?; elf ; e{1; 4}:
Observe that we have ignored the quantifiers þ and w in
complex link components for two reasons: First, an
expression of the form ð‘Þþ or ð‘Þw matches any number
of links of type ‘. As there is no upper bound, this may
result in an intractable traversal of the Web. In the worst
case, constraints of this form may trigger off traversal of the
whole Web. The immediate aftermath of this situation is
infinite query execution time and degradation of system
performance. Second, connectivities containing þ and w
quantifier in link path expression may retrieve large number
of irrelevant Web documents. Proliferation of such
irrelevant Web data has direct implications on the storage
cost and further processing of Web queries in the ware-
house. To avoid these limitations, we use the quantifier
{m; n} to specify the lower and upper bounds.
With the above two types of link components, a link path
expression is simple if the path expression contains only a
simple link component. Otherwise, it is a regular link path
expression.
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4.4. Types of connectivities
In Section 4.3, we have discussed the components of a
connectivity. In this section, we discuss the connectivity
element. We define two types of connectivities and illustrate
them with examples.
Simple connectivities. A connectivity k ; xkrly is simple
if r is a simple link path expression. Examples of simple
connectivity are as follows:
k1 ; xkely
k2 ; #1kf l#2
k3 ; #1k2 l#2
The first connectivity k1 specifies that instances of x must be
connected to instances of y via links of type e. The
connectivity k2 states that starting from an instance of #1,
follow a link of type f to reach an instance of #2. The last
connectivity k3 illustrates the usage of a free node and link
type identifiers. It says that from an instance of an arbitrary
node object.
Complex connectivities. A connectivity k ; xkrly is
complex if r is a regular link path expression. The following
are examples of complex connectivities:
k1 ; xkefghly k2 ; xkðef ÞlðghÞly
k3 ; xkef ?ly k4 ; xkef {2; 4}ly
k5 ; xke2 {1; 5}lz
The first expression specifies that starting from a node of
type x, one may reach a node of type y by following the link
instances of type e, f, g and h. The next connectivity
specifies that an instance of x and an instance of y must be
connected by any of the following set of link instances:
† from an instance of x there must exist a hyperlink of type
e that connects to a Web page containing a link of type f
and that links to an instance of y,
† from an instance of x there must exist a link of type g that
connects to a page containing a link of type h that points
to an instance of y.
The third connectivity specifies that from an instance of
x, there must be a link of type e followed by an optional link
of type f that connects to an instance of y. That is, an
instance of x may be directly connected to an instance of y
through an instance of e or it may be connected to an
instance of y via instances of e and f, respectively. The
connectivity k4 specifies that from an instance of x, there
must be a link of type e followed by at least two and at most
four links of type f that connects to an instance of y. Hence, a
set of documents and links of type x, y, e and f must satisfy
any one of the following connectivities: xkeff ly; xkefff ly and
xkeffff ly: Note that the number of occurrences of f type
hyperlinks is specified by the quantifier ‘{2,4}‘. The last
connectivity k5 expresses the usage of free link type
identifier in a connectivity. It specifies that from an instance
of x, there must exist a link of type e followed by at most five
arbitrary links that connects to a document of type y. In this
case, the properties of the links following e are not defined
by any predicate.
5. Coupling query predicates
This is the last component of a coupling query. A
coupling query predicate is defined over a coupling query
and is used to impose conditions on how a coupling query
executes. A predicate over a coupling query consists of the
following components: query attribute, operator and value
for imposing various constraints over coupling queries. Let
q be a coupling query predicate. If G is a coupling query
then the following is the form of a predicate on G:
q(G ) ; [COUPLING_QUERY <
G.query_attribute op “V”]
where
† query_attribute is an attribute associated with a
coupling query. We elaborate on this in Section 5:
† op represents relational operators such as EQUALS to
test equality, LT and GT to test the ‘less than’ and
‘greater than’ relationship;
† V is a regular expression over the ASCII character set;
and
† G is the argument of q and represents the coupling
query.
The following are examples of coupling query predi-
cates:
q(G ) ; COUPLING_QUERY <
G.polling_frequency EQUALS “30 days”
q(G ) ; COUPLING_QUERY <
G.number_of_tuples LT “100”
The first predicate specifies that the coupling query G
should be executed periodically every 30 days. The last
predicate specifies that the query G must stop executing
once the number of web tuples retrieved from the Web
exceeds 100. We now elaborate on query attributes.
5.1. Query attribute
Predicates are used to impose constraints on node or link
type identifiers. However, they fail to impose conditions on
the properties associated with the execution of a web query.
Query attributes are a set of attributes associated with a
coupling query over which one may impose additional
constraints. Currently, a query attribute may have any one of
the following values:
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† Polling_frequency: it is used to periodically
execute a coupling query based on specified time
interval.
† Host: used to restrict the host of the nodes to a particular
Web site.
† Number_of_tuples: this attribute is used to specify
total number of query results retrieved by a coupling
query.
† Total_nodes: used to control the number of instances
of a specified node type identifier in query results.
† Host_tuples: to specify the constraints on number of
query results retrieved from each relevant Web sites in
query results.
† Host_nodes: to specify the constraints on number of
instances of a specified node type identifier in each
relevant Web sites.
6. Definition of coupling query
We now formally define a coupling query. Although a
coupling query consists of five components as described in
Section 5.1, any arbitrary sets of node and link type
identifiers, connectivities and predicates do not represent a
valid coupling query. The following conditions must be
satisfied by the components of a coupling query:
Conditions on node and link type identifiers. The
conditions outlined below must be satisfied by the Xn and
X‘ components of the coupling query.
† The set of node type identifiers Xn is always non-empty
and must contain at least one bound node type identifier.
That is, Xn – B:
† The identifiers used to represent node objects in the
coupling query must be nominally dissimilar to those
used to represent link objects. That is, the components Xn
and X‘ must not overlap; i.e. Xn > X‘ ¼ B:
Conditions on connectivities. We now identify the
constraints imposed on the set of connectivities in a
coupling query.
† The set of node and link type identifiers in the collection
of connectivities must match with the set of node and link
type identifiers specified in the components of Xn and X‘:
† The next condition specifies the only case when a
coupling query may not contain any connectivities. This
is possible only when the set of node objects are
represented by a single node type identifier. In this case,
the predicate set is non-empty as the node type identifier
cannot be a free type identifier.
† If C1 and C2 represents two conjunctive connectivity sets
in the coupling query and C1 _ C2 then C1 and C2 must
not contain same set of connectivities.
Condition on predicates. Finally, the predicate set in a
coupling query must satisfy the following condition: The
argument of each predicate in the predicate set must be a
node or link type identifiers in Xn or X‘:
Topological conditions on the coupling query. A
connectivity can be visualized as a directed connected
acyclic graph. As a coupling query contains a set of
connectivities, it can also be visualized as a directed graph,
where a vertex and an edge of the graph are labeled by a
node and link type identifier, respectively, and a set of
predicates, if any, on these identifiers. Formally, let
k1; k2; …; kn be a set of connectivities in a coupling query
G. Let GðkiÞ be the graphical representation of the
connectivity ki: Then G can be represented by a graph
Gðk1Þ< Gðk2Þ< · · ·< GðknÞ: Furthermore, to simplify
formulation of coupling query and for its efficient
computation we pose certain constraints on the graphical
form of a coupling query as outlined below:
† The graphical view of a coupling query must be a
directed connected acyclic graph. This indicates that not
only each connectivity in a coupling query is a connected
DAG, but also the union of all the connectivities in a
coupling query must also be a connected DAG. We do not
allow coupling query to be disconnected as such queries
may not be computable [2]. For instance, Fig. 4(a) is an
example of disconnected graph and hence does not
represent a valid coupling query. Also we do not allow
Fig. 4. Graphical representation of invalid coupling queries.
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cycles in a coupling query in order to simplify the
evaluation of the query. Fig. 4(b) represents an
invalid coupling query containing a cycle.
† The graphical representation of a coupling query
must have a single source vertex. That is, there must
be only one vertex with zero in-degree. We disregard
queries with multiple source vertices to simplify
formulation and evaluation of coupling queries. Fig.
4(f) is an example of an invalid query with multiple
source vertices.
† The source vertex of the query must always be
bound. That is, the node type identifier in the query
representing the source vertex must always be
associated with a set of non-trivial predicates defined
over it. This is to ensure the computability of the
query. Fig. 4(c) is an example of an invalid query
with free source vertex.
† The labels of two edges in the graph are identical
only if the start and end vertices pair of each edge
are not identical to one another. Hence, the query in
Fig. 4(d) is invalid.
† The labels of two vertices in the graph can be
identical only if the labels of the incoming edges and
their start vertices are not identical. The query in Fig.
4(e) is invalid because of the violation of this rule.
Based on the above features, a coupling query can be
formally defined as follows:
Definition 2. [Coupling Query] A coupling query is a 5-
tuple G ¼ kXn; X‘; C; P; Ql where Xn is a set of node type
identifiers, X‘ is a set of link type identifiers, C is a set
(possibly empty) of connectivities defined over Xn and X‘; P
is a set of predicates defined over Xn and X‘ and Q is a set
(possibly empty) of coupling query predicates such that the
following conditions are true:
† Xn – B; P – B; Xn > X‘ ¼ B;
† If lXnl ¼ 1 then X‘ ¼ B; C ¼ B and P – B;
† Let Xnc and X‘c be the set of node and link type identifiers
in C, respectively. Then Xnc ¼ Xn and X‘c ¼ X‘;
† There must not exist conjunctive connectivity set Ca ;
ka1 ^ ka2 ^ · · · ^ kan and Cb ; kb1 ^ kb2 ^ · · · ^ kbn such
that Ca _ Cb and kax ¼ kbx ;0 , x < n;
† Let pðxÞ [ P: Then x [ ðXn < X‘Þ;
† Let GðCÞ be the graphical representation of C. Then GðCÞ
must be a directed connected acyclic graph with single
source vertex. Further, let x be the identifier of the source
vertex in GðCÞ: Then, there must exist a non-trivial
predicate pðxÞ [ P
Fig. 5. Interface for coupling text. (a) Interface for Xn; X‘ and C; (b) screenshot for specifying connectivity relationships.
Fig. 6. Interface for coupling text. (a) Screenshot for node predicates interface; (b) screenshot for link predicates interface.
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7. Formulation of a coupling query
As a coupling query is defined by a user, the
structure and content of a coupling query depends on
the following factors: first, the information a user
wishes to retrieve from the Web. Second, the user’s
level of knowledge of the content and structure of the
Web site(s) containing the relevant information. By
default, a coupling query is formulated in text form. It
may also be formulated graphically. The textual
representation of the query is called coupling text and
the pictorial representation of a coupling query is called
coupling graph. We now discuss these two forms of
query formulation. A preliminary version of this query
formulation mechanism has been implemented in Java
using JDK 1.2.2 and Swing.
7.1. Coupling text
In coupling text, the user specifies the five components
Xn; X‘; C; P and Q in a GUI as shown in Figs. 5–7(a).
Coupling text is a flexible query formulation mechanism
and can be used to specify any meaningful query. We now
briefly illustrate step-by-step how to formulate a query using
coupling text. It must be noted that the walk-through serves
as an outline for formulating a coupling query using the GUI
of the coupling text. It is not intended to be an operation
guide and therefore does not cover every function in the
GUI.
1. We first enter the node and link type identifiers in the
GUI shown in Fig. 5(a) by filling in the set of node and
type identifiers in the node and link type identifiers text
fields, respectively.
2. Next, we add the connectivity set using these
identifiers. Each connectivity is entered as shown in
Fig. 5(a). We select the source and target node type
identifier using the node type identifier combo box.
The link type identifiers are entered in the link path
expression text field. The connectivity is then added
to the set of connectivities list. Fig. 5(a) shows the
screen after the above actions have been taken. The
combo box labeled ‘None’ is used to specify the
relationships between the set of connectivities (con-
junction or disjunction) as depicted in Fig. 5(b).
3. The set of connectivities that is required for a
coupling query is completed at this phase. Next, the
predicates on the node type identifiers are entered. In
order to do that we need to switch from the
‘Connectivities’ panel to the ‘Node predicates’
panel. This is achieved by clicking on the Node
predicates pane on the coupling text tabbed pane.
Fig. 6(a) shows the GUI for entering predicates on
node type identifiers.
4. In order to add predicates on a node type identifier,
the node type identifier is selected from the node
type identifier combo box in Fig. 6(a). Predicate
qualifier is selected from the predicate qualifier
combo box, and the predicate operator is selected
from the predicate operator combo box. The attribute
path expression and the value of the predicate are
entered at the attribute path expression text field and
value text field, respectively. Fig. 6(a) shows the
screen obtained after completing the above-listed
actions. Finally, the predicate is added to the
predicate list by clicking the ‘Add’ button.
5. The predicates on the link type identifiers and the set
of coupling query predicates are added similarly.
Figs. 6(b) and 7(a) shows the GUI for adding
predicates on link type identifiers and coupling
query predicates, respectively.
7.2. Coupling graph
Next, we describe the second mechanism for formulating
coupling queries, i.e. coupling graph. We begin by defining
a coupling graph. Then we discuss different types of
Fig. 7. Coupling query predicates. (a) Interface in coupling text; (b) interface in coupling graph.
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coupling graph a user may wish to draw. Finally, we show
step-by-step how to formulate a coupling query using the
GUI of coupling graph.
Informally, a coupling graph is a directed connected
acyclic graph. This mechanism enables a user to specify
a coupling query by drawing a graph. Fig. 8 depicts a
screen shot of the GUI for drawing a coupling graph
and an example of coupling graph. The labels of
vertices of the graph are node type identifiers and
predicates, if any, defined over these identifiers. The
labels of the edges of the graph are link type identifiers
and predicates on these link type identifiers (if any).
The predicates are specified by clicking on the vertices
and edges (Fig. 9(a). The edges between the vertices
specify the connectivity constraints.
A coupling graph is used to express queries containing
simple connectivities only. We justify the reasons behind
this. Recall that complex connectivity is a compact
mechanism when expressed in text form for expressing
a set of simple connectivities which are in conjunction
or in disjunction to one another. Thus, a coupling text
containing complex connectivities enables a user to
specify a query tersely without having the overhead of
expressing all possible form of simple connectivities.
However, this advantage of complex connectivities in
coupling text cannot be realized when formulating the
query using coupling graph. Essentially, a complex
connectivity condenses a set of node and link type
identifiers into a single expression. Such capability
cannot be realized when drawing a graph. To express
the connectivities one has to draw all the edges and
vertices. For instance, to express the connectivity
xkðef ÞlðghÞly using coupling graph, the user has to
draw all the vertices and edges as shown in Fig. 10(a).
This is equivalent to specifying all the simple
connectivities which xkðef ÞlðghÞly represents. Hence,
there is no additional advantage in allowing a user to
draw a complex connectivity. For this reason we do not
allow users to specify queries containing complex
connectivities using a coupling graph. We believe
coupling text is the best mechanism to express queries
containing complex connectivities.
7.2.1. Classification of coupling graph
We classify coupling graphs into three categories, i.e.
Fig. 8. Coupling graph. (a) GUI for coupling graph; (b) AND-coupling graph.
Fig. 9. Coupling graph. (a) Link predicates interface; (b) OR-coupling graph.
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AND-coupling graph, OR-coupling graph and AND/OR-
coupling graph. We elaborate on these three types of coupling
graph.
AND-coupling graph. In an AND-coupling graph all the
dges are AND together. It is used to express pictorially a
coupling query containing a set of simple connectivities in
conjunctiontooneanother.Forexample,Fig.8(b)isanexample
ofAND-couplinggraphsexpressingaquerywithconnectivities
ðN1kL1lN2 ^ N2kL2lN3 ^ N1kL3lN4 ^ N4kL4lN3Þ:
OR-coupling graph. An OR-coupling graph is used to
formulate pictorially coupling queries in which the
connectivities are simple and are in disjunction to one
another. In an OR-coupling graph all the edges are OR’d
together. Note that OR-coupling graph cannot be linear as it
requires at least two outgoing or incoming edges to be OR’d
together. Furthermore, as we only allow coupling graphs
with single source vertex, OR-coupling graphs must not
have more than one vertex with no incoming edges.
Consequently, OR-coupling graph pictorially represents
queries containing a set of simple connectivities having
identical source identifier. Moreover, these connectivities
must generate a directed connected acyclic graph. For
example, Fig. 9(b) is an example of OR-coupling graph
expressing connectivities ðN1kL1lN2 _ N1kL2lN3 _
N1kL3lN4 _ N1kL4lN5Þ:
AND/OR-coupling graph. Informally, an AND/OR-
coupling graph represents coupling queries in which the
connectivities are in conjunction as well as in disjunction to
one another. We first define the notion of AND-edges and
OR-edges in order to elaborate on this type of coupling
graph. In a coupling graph, an edge ðv1; e; v2Þ is an AND-
edge if the out-degree and in-degree of v1 and v2;
respectively, is equal to one. For example, in Fig. 10(b)
edges ðN2; L3; N4Þ and ðN3; L4; N5Þ are AND-edges. Other-
wise, the edge is called an OR-edge. For instance, in Fig.
10(a) the out-degree of vertex N1 is two. Hence, edges
ðN1; L1; N2Þ and ðN1; L2; N3Þ are OR-edges. In our GUI, we
represent an AND-edge and an OR-edge with blue and
green arrows, respectively. Now we define AND/OR-
coupling graph. Let Gcg be a coupling graph. Then, Gcg is
an AND/OR graph if any one of the following conditions is
true:
† If all edges are OR-edges then the depth of the graph
must be greater than one. This is because if the depth is
equal to one then the graph is an OR-coupling graph.
† Gcg must contain AND and OR-edges.
The significance of the above restriction regarding the
definition of an AND/OR-coupling graph is explained with
an example in Section 7.2.2. A detailed discussion is given
in Ref. [8].
Note that in an AND/OR-coupling graph all the outgoing
or in-coming OR-edges to a vertex is OR’d together.
Furthermore, connectivities in each level in the graph is
AND together with the connectivities in the next level. For
example, Fig. 10(a) and (b) shows two AND/OR-coupling
graphs expressing the connectivities ðN1kL1lN2 ^
N2kL2lN4Þ _ ðN1kL3lN3 ^ N3kL4lN4Þ and ðN1kL1lN2 ^
N2kL3lN4Þ _ ðN1kL2lN3 ^ N3kL4lN5Þ; respectively.
7.2.2. Limitations of coupling graphs
Not all types of coupling queries can be expressed using
Fig. 10. Coupling graph. (a) and (b) AND/OR-coupling graph.
Fig. 11. AND and OR edge.
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the three types of coupling graphs. We illustrate this
limitation with examples. A more detailed exposure of this
issue is given in Ref. [8].
Case 1. Consider the connectivities C5 ; C51 _ C52
where C51 ; xkelw ^ xkhlk and C52 ; xkf lz ^ xkely: Since
all the edges are AND-edges, if we try to express a query
involving these connectivities as a coupling graph then the
graph actually express ðxkelw ^ xkhlk ^ xkf lz ^ xkelyÞ: This
connectivity constraint cannot be expressed even by
relaxing the definition of AND-edges. In fact, allowing
flexible definition of AND-edges may generate an
AND/OR-coupling graph which may not represent the
intended connectivities when transformed to its textual form
[8]. Due to this problem, we disallow AND-edges from
vertices whose in-degree or out-degree is more than one. For
instance, Fig. 11 shows an unsuccessful attempt to create an
AND edge from vertex N1: The edges L1 and L2 are OR-
edges in Fig. 11.
Case 2. An OR-coupling graph and an AND/OR-
coupling graph cannot express connectivity that rep-
resents a path in the graph other than those from the
source vertex. For example, consider the connectivities
C6 ; C61 _ C62 _ C63 where C61 ; xkely ^ ykf lz ^ zkglw;
C62 ; xkhlz ^ zkglw and C63 ; ykelw: The graphical
representation of these connectivities is shown in Fig.
12. Observe that a query containing these connectivities
cannot be expressed using an AND/OR-coupling graph.
This is because C63 represents a path from an interior
vertex in Fig. 12.
7.2.3. Hybrid graph
We now introduce the notion of hybrid graph to resolve
the limitations of coupling graphs as discussed above.
Informally, a hybrid graph is composed by drawing a p-
connected coupling graph for p . 1 such that
† Each connected component is an AND, OR or AND/OR-
coupling graph,
† the connected components are in disjunction to one
another and
† Let Gi ¼ ðVi; EiÞ and Gj ¼ ðVj; EjÞ be two connected
components then Vi > Vj – B:
For example, Fig. 13(a) represents a hybrid graph with
two connected components consisting of AND-coupling
graphs. This hybrid graph represents the connectivities C5
where the node type identifiers x, w, k, y and z are N1 (or N4),
N2; N3; N5 and N6; respectively, and the link type identifiers
e, h, f are L1 (or L3), L2 and L4; respectively, (as depicted in
case 1 in Section 7.2.2). Next, we illustrate with examples
how hybrid graphs can be used to resolve the shortcomings
of drawing an OR or AND/OR-coupling graph.
Resolution of case 1. AND-coupling graph can express
connectivities which can be visualized as trees or graphs.
Hence, the limitations discussed in case 1 (Section 7.2.2)
can be eliminated by drawing a hybrid graph containing
AND-coupling graph. For instance, the query containing the
connectivities C5 can be expressed by the hybrid graph in
Fig. 13(a).
Fig. 12. Case 2.
Fig. 13. Hybrid graph.
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Resolution of case 2. We consider the case which is a
limitation for both OR-coupling graph and AND/OR-
coupling graph. Consider the query containing the con-
nectivities C6 as described in case 2. This can be expressed
by a 2-connected hybrid graph as depicted in Fig. 13(b)
where the node type identifiers x, y, z and w are N1 (or N5),
N2; N3 and N4; respectively, and the link type identifiers e, f,
g, h are L1 (or L5), L3; L4 and L2; respectively. Note that it
consist of an AND/OR and an AND-coupling graph.
Observe that in all the above cases the connected
components are in disjunction to one another. Also, a pair
of connected components always share some vertices with
identical identifiers. This is because if Gi and Gj are two
connected components such that Vi > Vj ¼ B then Gi and
Gj can be expressed by two distinct coupling graphs. Hence,
there is no need to express Gi and Gj using a hybrid graph.
7.2.4. Drawing a coupling graph
We now briefly illustrate step-by-step how to formulate a
query using AND-coupling graph.
1. First step is to create a node in the drawing area of the
coupling graph GUI (Fig. 8(a) by clicking the appropriate
button.
2. Next click at any position on the drawing area. A dialog
box will appear as in Fig. 14. Select the predicate
qualifier and operator from the predicate qualifier combo
box and predicate operator combo box, respectively.
Enter the attribute path expression and value into its
respective text field. Finally, the ‘Add’ button is clicked
to add the predicate to the predicate list. Following
which, the ‘OK’ button can be clicked.
3. The above step can be repeated to create another node.
Fig. 15(a) shows a screenshot of the creation of two
nodes.
4. Next, click on the ‘AND Link’ button and then click on
the node that is labeled N1 and then the node that is
labeled N2: A link will be constructed between these two
nodes as shown in Fig. 15(b).
5. To add or amend the predicates on the node and link type
identifiers, double-click on the nodes and links whose
predicates are to be modified. A predicate dialog box
similar to the one shown in Fig. 8(a) will appear for
entering the components of the predicate.
6. The predicate for the query execution is entered using the
coupling query predicate dialog box. This dialog box is
accessed by selecting Edit and then CouplingQuery
Predicate at the menu. The dialog box is shown in Fig.
7(b). The procedure for entering the coupling query
predicates is similar to the one that is followed in the
coupling text interface.
The above procedure for drawing AND-coupling graph
can be applied to the OR and AND/OR-coupling graphs.
The difference is the selectivity of the AND Link and ‘OR
Link’ buttons in the different graph types. OR Link is
available in OR graph and both links are available in
AND/OR graph. Switching of graph type to be drawn is
achieved by clicking on the respective graph type tabbed
pane.
If the HYBRID graph type is selected, a window similar
to that of Fig. 16(a) is displayed. Clicking on the ‘Create
Subgraph’ button and a screen similar to Fig. 16(b) will
appear. Clicking on any one of these buttons will enable the
user to draw the corresponding coupling graph. For
instance, clicking on the ‘AND Subgraph’ will allow us to
draw an AND-coupling graph. The procedure for drawing a
particular connected component in the hybrid graph is the
same as discussed above.
8. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we described the query mechanism in
WHOWEDA for harnessing relevant documents from the
Web. We express a web query in the form of a coupling
query. We discussed in detail the components of a coupling
query. We illustrated with examples how to formulate
coupling queries in text form as well as pictorially using
coupling text and coupling graph.
Currently, coupling queries are directed connected
acyclic graphs having single source vertex. As part of our
future work, we wish to generalize the coupling query into
cyclic graphs with multiple source vertices. Also, we wish
to augment coupling queries by allowing to impose
conditions based on negation. Note that the inclusion of
cycles and negation introduces interesting challenges with
respect to the computability of the coupling query [2].
Furthermore, we wish to develop a mechanism to estimate
the evaluation cost of a coupling query over the Web. Such
cost may help the user and query processor to optimize the
cost of global web coupling operation. Finally, in this paper
we have ignored processing of forms in the Web. Many Web
sites provide information by letting users fill out forms.
Search engines do not fill forms autonomously as the
number of possibilities is enormous; hence they are forced
Fig. 14. Creating a node in coupling graph.
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to miss interesting avenues that humans might follow. We
wish to extend our notion of coupling query to be able to
autonomously fill out form and retrieve results by submission
of the forms and manipulate these results further.
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